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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
J’ai m’appelle Anne Marie Fenger. Je suis Chirurgien orthopédie d’urgence, et Lieutenant colonel dans L’armée danoise. Je m’excuse de  ne pas faire tout la séance en français, mais je me trouve plus détendu et sûr en anglais  et en plus c’est la langue du travail dans la division en OTAN ou j’ai travaille pendant 7 mois.  Vous pouvez poser des questions en français ou anglais comme vous voulez mais a partir de maintenant --- I will speak in English and if somebody are wondering why  I am not in uniform, it is  because we are not allowed to travel in public transportation in uniform, because of the security situation in Belgium.
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
NATO is a Coalition of 28 nations working within the borders of consensus, this means that if one nation disagrees, the project will not continue.The IMS is a strategic staff office on the Military side of NATO HQ, and as a medical staff officer I am more an officer with a medical background than a doctor.on a daily basis we are confronted with the fact that NATO is a political organization, one off our main jobs are to figure out how to translate the political decisions into feasible Military objectives and goals. The MEDICAL component is strongest on the military side IMS have a permanent staff of 2 medical officersIn NATO’s structure, the 2 strategic commands, (for current requirements (operations) and for future requirements (transformation) are each supported by a medical advisor who again is supported by a staff, in ACO by jmed(9), and in ACT by 5 person in the medical Br. COMED reports directly to the Military Committee (MC), and is the highest medical authority in NATO currently chaired by Gen Nedellec from France. Col Edouard Halbert is representing COMEDS at the NATO HQ, in close cooperation with the IMS medical branch.�On the political side  the Joint Health Agriculture and Food Group,  meets twice a year, but there is no permanent medical position. In case of emergencies or fast answers needed, often the military side is called upon.
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So what do we do in the IMS:�- we try to see the Medical aspects of non medical papers and subjects- and to explain the implications medical issues can have on military subjectsWe do this by participating in as many areas as possibleThis means capability development, Doctrine and  policy development, Facilitation of cooperation between Nations Partners and other organizations.We try to see that as much doctrine and lessons learned is assessable to as many as possible,( as open source). We connect with partners such as partner nations, Ngo’s , ICRC, EU UN, and have them connect with us – in fact the present Ebola crisis has done just that, connected organizations around the world, because it was too big for any one nation or organization to take care of alone.



What can NATO add 

• DECLASSIFY  DOCTRINE 
 - share as many document as possible 

 
• SMART DEFENSE: 

– FRAMEWORK nation’s concept: 
– Pooling and sharing 
– Education, Training, Exercise and Evaluation(ETEE) 
  
And on the long term. 
–  Capability development  
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
By declassifying doctrine, we can ease the cooperation with any partner or organization, and thereby make it easier to interact, because we know the way the other thinkAside from opening up what can NATO do well  we have the concept of SMART DEFENSE, and under this we work with several issues such as Framework nations concept and pooling and SharingFRAMEWORK nation’s concept:A concept where several nations join together under a lead nation to form a unit that is in demandThis allows nations to have smaller group on high alert but for NATO to  still have the full capacity on high alert. For nations to share the cost, and for smaller nations  to do there part.Pooling and sharing by buying the same and using each others, also means that nation have knowledge of each other’s equipment and can use expertise from other nations and again sharing the cost, this is part of smart defense, and by training together, we fully explore the possibilities of this and diminish the costs.



What can NATO add (2) 

• Coordination 
• Cooperation 
• Integration 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This can be seen as tre grades of working togetherCoordinatiating is what we do when we ask each other how we do it, creating knowledge about each other, and relating we do our own education and, but learn from each other.Cooperation is what we did in Afghanistan, actually working together solving a bigger problem, and we trained toghetherbut integration is actually integrating different units under lead nation command, as we do it in the Framework Nations projects, we add value by being able to support bigger operations even if we are just a small nation, and it does demand exercising together and aligning everything from education to evaluation and lessons learned into one effort.The framework Nations Concept mostly apply to smaller Nations, who cannot do the whole spectrum of operation by themselves, but still want to do there part. Integrating them into bigger nations units, or even being several smaller nations working and training together, is what NATO can add to well prepared forces, during force generation.



Infectious Disease and NATO 

• Either as a force protection issue  
    Or 
•  as a BIO treat in for example a weapon of mass 

destruction 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
HOW do NATO see infectious diseases ---- first  of all we have to decide weather it is a NATO issue or a Public health issue, if it is a NATO issue it is considered;Either as a force protection issue or as a BIO treat in for example a weapon of mass destruction In both cases it is a question of being able to protect, treat and evacuate our forces in a timely manner. A threat in the civilian population in a mission area is also a threat to NATO We plan for it, and look for it in capability development, and ad it into preparedness of our forces, as we ask all Nations  to do so when preparing for a mission. �We also  collect information on capabilities, in case we will need it_ this could be on expeditionary laboratories, on means of evacuation, or medical facilities. But we do not force generate, until we have a missionNATO do have standing forces under NATO command, but mostly it is the Nations who supply the forces, so our objective is to see that doctrine and training supports the cooperation and that we have enough trained ready and interoperable forces to meet the needs.



Humanitarian Crisis 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Off course we could use this knowledge to help in an emerging Humanitarian crisis, or a natural catastrophe, but NATO is a Defense coalition first, and not necessarily all Nations aggress that NATO should use their forces for humanitarian situations, not saying ,that all Nations who are a member off NATO, would not act if asked, ---of course they would!!!! But this would not mean to act under NATO, but could as well be as a member of UNITED NATIONS, since all member NATO members are UN members too, and often the UN already have a mission in the area, where as NATO would have to set up a Mission (meaning consensus of the 28) and as we have a minimum of standing forces, we would still have to ask the Nations to provide the forces, they could as well  give directly. These views also applies for other organizations as for example the eropean union The Strength of NATO is the preparedness to act together and  with fully trained and interoperable forces.



The Future 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
As  several natural catastrophes and humanitarian disasters evolves we have to think about how to mitigate them,  in Capability development, we do integrate factors as environmental problems, water scarcity, increasing population,  instable or frail states that have to be supported, and humanitarian and public health factors- we know that medical issues can be an issue to help a frail state to rise, or fail, and we take it into account when planning for the future, But planning for the future and seeing the long term effect is mostly an ACT issue, and will be covered in the next séance.
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